
INSTRUCTIONS FOR INSTALL

 Tension
buckle

We designed the harness system to be versatile without 
reducing the quality or performance of your paddle ex-

perience. Follow these 5 steps     below to ensure that you 
achieve the best fit for your light system. Step #6 is the 

most important...

HAVE FUN!

2 ATTACH THE HARNESS 

Layout the light bars on the ground (preferably a 
non-sandy surface) with the lights facing down. Lay 
your vessel’s bottom side on top of the light harness. 
Clip the plastic buckles together. Adjustment of the 
strap length can be made through the plastic buckle.
Note: For larger girth vessels, use Extension Straps 
(included). 
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Pull the loose end (marked with the blue arrow) of 
the strap tight with one hand, while keeping grip on 
the light bar with the other hand, so it doesn’t move.
Note: Keep the loose strap low, while pulling across 
to tighten, not pulling up. Once both straps are tight, 
check the light bar position then give it one more 
small tension adjustment

TIGHTEN THE HARNESS

1 ADJUST THE HARNESS 

SUP: Arrange light bars on the bottom of your vessel. 
Be sure the straps are laying flat and not twisted. Use 
the tension buckles to adjust light bars 1-2 inches 
from the sides. Wires should be towards the front of 
the SUP.
SPORT: Place at front of SUP above the handgrip.
PRO: Placement of harness on SUP with hand grip 
between straps.

KAYAK: Arrange light bars on the bottom of your 
vessel. Be sure the straps are laying flat and not twist-
ed. Use the tension buckles to adjust light bars 1-2 
inches from the sides with kayak seat in the middle of 
the harness straps. Wires can be placed either at the 
front or back of your vessel. Use Scupper holes as a 
convenient way to attach harness.



The switch features a power source indicator 
to let you know how much battery power is 

remaining.

Red:
50-25%

Flashing Red:
24-0%

Blue:
75-50%

Green:
100-75%

Connect the “Y” Connector to the Light Bar Wires.  
Match up the connection prongs and notch. DO NOT 
FORCE. 
Twist the thumb screw for a tight fit and water seal-
ing. 
NOTE: Keep DC Connectors clean and dry.  
Use a marine grade anti-corrosive spray as extra 
measure for care.

 “Y” Connector  In-Line Switch

     CONNECT THE BATTERY

A) Open the battery top sleeve and slide under the 
harness strap.
B) Organize the wires inside the battery sleeve.
C) Wrap the velcro strap of the switch around the bat-
tery sleeve.
D) Attach the battery connections to the switch.

Press the switch on/off or hold for 3 seconds for S.O.S. 
function 
For the Pro Spectrum, continue to press the In-Line 
Switch to cycle through the color selection, 5 second 
color rotation, or disco strobe.

FOR MORE INFO CHECK OUT THE INSTALL VIDEO WITH INVENTOR, BILLY ROSSINI:
WWW.NOCQUA.COM

 MAKE THE CONNECTION4
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TURN ON AND HAVE FUN6




